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Marketing needs accelerate as fast as technology
innovates, and if the church fails to keep up, it will
lose its relevance.
— Volunteering Creativity

Abstract
VOLUNTEERING
CREATIVITY

Churches often struggle to identify and recruit talented
visual communicators because of a lack of familiarity
with visual communication, limited resources, and an
inability to recruit to an area of ministry they do not
understand. Marketing needs accelerate as fast as
technology innovates, and if the church fails to keep
up, it will lose its relevance. With each passing day,
the importance of having an effective creative team at a
church’s disposal grows.
Most of the research on this subject focuses on
who participates in volunteering and identifying
demographic or economic statuses. Few researchers
have taken the next step to identify how to connect
arts and culture volunteers to ministry-oriented
organizations. This study analyzes the demographics,
motivation, recruitment, management, and the
sub-classification of arts and culture volunteers.
This research inspired the development of a tool in the
form of a template recruitment campaign for churches
to address their visual communication needs to their
patrons and the public.
The development of such a tool is founded in the study
and analysis of three unique and pre-existing recruitment
campaigns. Each campaign is evaluated in depth visually
and fundamentally. The results of the studies inspired
and directed the evolution of the template campaign.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Volunteers are more than just bell
ringers stationed at one’s local Walmart
Superstore during Christmas. They are
also more than shoebox stuffers filling
gift boxes with the essentials or providing
bowls filled to the brim with hot soup.
These individuals are both young and
old. They transcend race and extend
through all cultures. Volunteers make
up a significant portion of functioning
society and have done so for a very long
time. Without these community servants,
goods and services would be more
expensive and less accessible. Also,
disaster response would be slowed and
less effective, and the Christian church’s
reach would be cut off at its knees.

of Church of the Highlands in Birmingham,
Alabama, “the local church mobilized, is
the hope of the world” (growleader.com).
Their emphasis on the word “mobilized”
shows that this idea takes some form of
practical engagement. The church falls
short of being the so-called “hope of the
world” when it remains disengaged.

The church has long needed volunteers
to function, and an effective church
mobilizes its congregation for the
betterment of its communities. To quote
growleader.com, a ministry resource site
6 | Volunteering Creativity | Landon Benson

Ministerial volunteer work is often
associated with certain well-known
activities. Most expect volunteer
members to sing on worship teams, or
bottle-feed newborns in the nursery as
standard volunteer opportunities. Each
of those areas is essential and matters to
the ones being served. Outside of these
traditional areas of volunteer work exists
another crucial need in ministry. Often
overlooked as a space for volunteer work
within the church is the area of creativity,
art, and visual communication.

Churches often struggle to identify and
recruit talented visual communicators
because of a lack of familiarity with
visual communication, limited resources,
and an inability to recruit to an area
of ministry they may not understand.
Moreover, there are precious few
resources to apply toward resolving
this specific issue. Building a volunteer
creative team to function in a ministerial
capacity is rare and most churches are
apt to do without. Smaller churches
skirt by with small teams or talented
individuals who wear multiple hats and,
in the absence of any relief, often get
volunteer burn-out. With each passing
day, the importance of having an effective
creative team at a church’s disposal grows.
Marketing needs accelerate as fast as
technology innovates, and if the church
fails to keep up, it will lose its relevance.
I have had the honor of working on a
well-resourced ministerial creative team
for the last seven years at Church of the
Highlands (Highlands) in Birmingham,
Alabama. Highlands hosts the annual
Grow Conference to aid and foster
growth in young or struggling churches.
Each year, during the conference’s
breakout sessions, I hear about the
burn-out and struggles of other ministry
creatives. A lot of questions focus on
gear and workflow, but a vast majority of
concerns have to do with team building
and recruiting. Highlands does not have

a volunteer creative team. At most, the
team utilizes a handful of unpaid college
students for social media engagement
and volunteer photographers to capture
church life. In the seven years that I
have been employed by Highlands,
the church has nearly doubled in
attendance with twenty-two individual
campuses across the state of Alabama
that meet for services. Church on this
scale is resource heavy, and leadership
is hesitant to shoulder those needs onto
volunteers. While Highlands can afford to
hire salaried creatives, the churches that
attend Grow Conference seek council
in alternative solutions. Although well
resourced, there are still hard days for
the Highland’s creative team. It would be
helpful to have volunteer assistance for
when the budget disallows an additional
hire and the workload continues to stack
up. Collectively, this is what has inspired
this project. At the very least, I hope to
start the conversation around arts and
culture volunteer recruitment for the sake
of the Church.
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In 2011, the Corporation for National and
Community Services reported that volunteers
provide work that equals in value to $173 billion
dollars in services to local communities.
— Corp. for National and Community Services

Chapter 2: Research
Most of the research on this subject
fo c u s e s o n w h o p a r t i c i p ate s i n
volunteering and identifying the related
demographics or economic statuses.
In addition to these statistics, many seek
to understand why individuals choose to
donate their time, albeit intrinsic in nature
or from a desire for connectedness.
Few researchers have taken the next step
to identify how to connect the arts and
culture volunteers to ministry-oriented
organizations. There is also little research
done about this specific subgroup of
volunteers, in general. Arts and culture
volunteers are innately specialized and
unique, requiring unique leadership
and recruitment styles. What follows is
an examination of the existing body of
knowledge surrounding volunteering.
It establishes a basic understanding of
why individuals decide to volunteer and
who, in fact, is volunteering. It also looks
at potential differences between regular

volunteers and arts and culture volunteers.
In addition to volunteer classification,
the existing knowledge base
of recruitment tactic s and team
maintenance will be examined.
VOLUNTEERING STATISTICS

Understanding who is actively
volunteering is paramount in the
development of new volunteer
initiatives. Whether it be for recruitment
or maintenance, knowing its audience
enables an organization to tailor these
initiatives to be most effective. The United
States has a long-standing history of
volunteers who work to keep it strong.
These volunteers provide essential
services to the elderly and needy and
can be equated to actual dollar values.
In 2011, the Corporation for National
and Community Services reported that
volunteers provide work that equals in
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value to $173 billion dollars in services
to local communities (Corporation for
National and Community Services 2011).
That is $173 billion dollars in essentially
free service.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
defines volunteering as, “persons who
did unpaid work (except for expenses)
through or for an organization” (Bureau of
Labor Statistics U.S Department of Labor
2015). According to the BLS, roughly 62.6
million people volunteered through, or for,
an organization at least once between the
September of 2014 and the September
of 2015. Of those volunteers, the majority
were women, contributing 27.8 percent.
This ripples through all age groups, levels
of education, and other demographic
characteristics. The volunteer rate for
men was slightly less at 21.8 percent for
the year. The age group most likely to
volunteer consisted of individuals aged 35
to 44, with 28.9 percent. In contrast, the
least likely to volunteer are young adults.
Ages 20 to 24 represent only 18.4 percent
of the volunteer labor force. The youngest
reported, America’s teenagers, ages 16

to 19, have a relatively high volunteer rate
at 26.4 percent. Among the major race
and ethnicity groups, whites volunteer
at higher rates than other groups with
a rate of 26.4 percent. Blacks volunteer
at a rate of 19.3 percent, Asians at 17.9
percent, and Hispanics at 15.5 percent.
Married persons volunteer almost 30
percent more than those who are not
married with a percentage rate of 29.9.
It is also worth noting that parents with
children were more likely to volunteer
than persons without. Those with
children volunteer at a rate of 31.3 percent
versus those without at a rate of 22.6
percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics U.S
Department of Labor 2015).
Regarding education, the BLS reports
that college graduates with fouryear degrees and higher volunteered
the most with a rate of 38.8 percent.
There is clearly a correlation to education
and rate of volunteering because
individuals who have some college or
an associate’s degree volunteer at a
rate of 26.5 percent. That is a nearly a 13
percent deficit compared to higher levels
Chapter 2 | 9

OBSERVED VARIABLES

DEMOGRAPHICS
MOTIVATION
RECRUITMENT
MANAGEMENT
DIFFERENTIATION
JUSTIFICATION

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

This research will inspire the development of a tool
in the form of a template recruitment campaign for
churches to address their visual communication
needs to their patrons and the public.
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of education. The rate nearly halves
from there when concerning those who
have graduated high school, and halves
once more for those with less than a
high school diploma. It is worth nothing
that in 2015, the year these statistics
were reported, the rate of volunteering
had declined for persons across each
level of education from the previous
year (Bureau of Labor Statistics U.S
Department of Labor 2015).
The BLS provides information about
volunteering by employment status as
well, yet it proves to be a less substantial
indicator for determining rates of
volunteering. Providing only single digit
discrepancies in numbers across the
board. It is potentially still informative
to understand that the employed
out volunteer the unemployed with a
rate of 27.2 percent to 23.3 percent.
Individuals outside of the workforce
almost match the unemployed
volunteer rate with a rate of 21.4 percent
( B u re a u of L a b o r S t at i st i c s U.S
Department of Labor 2015).
In order to maintain a realistic view of
volunteer availability, the BLS provided
i nfo r m at i o n t h at i n d i c ate d m o st
volunteers spent a median of 52 hours
in service. Time spent in service was
even amongst genders. Men served just
2 hours more than woman at 52 hours.
This calculates out to roughly an hour

per week of the year. Understanding
that individuals may participate in
volunteering with multiple organizations
simultaneously is helpful as well.
Most volunteers were involved with one
to two organizations. 72 percent with
a single organization and 18.3 percent
with two. This means that a portion
of the volunteer base might not be as
available due to serving more than a single
organization (Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S Department of Labor 2015).
Out of the spread of organizations
that provide volunteer work, the BLS

The BLS reports that
religious organizations
provide the most hours
during the year.
reports that religious organizations
provide the most hours during the year.
Religious volunteers account for roughly
a third of all volunteers, followed by
educational or youth service-related
organizations with a rate of 22.2
percent. It was also recorded that older
volunteers were more likely to volunteer
at faith-based organizations. If a younger
volunteer is desired at a religious volunteer
program, it would be beneficial to target
that demographic directly.
In the article, “An Evaluation of the
Impact of a Faith-Based Volunteer
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Program,” written for the Journal of
Applied Social Science, Mieko Yamada
and Daniel Gutierrez found that faithbas ed volunteers make up forty
percent of all volunteers (Yamada and
Gutierrez 134). If this is true, knowing that
volunteers provide $173 billion in value,
that means that faith-based volunteers
make up $69.2 billion of that statistic. That
is a large value for churches and other
faith-based organizations.
If all the statistics relating to demographic
are considered, it might be possible to
characterize the general makeup of an
individual with the highest volunteer rate.
This individual is likely a white, married,
woman. She is around the age of forty
and is educated, but may or may not be
employed. Understanding this marker
permits a more tactical approach to
recruitment. This emphasizes that certain
demographics may or may not have to be
recruited as strongly as others.
If a specific demographic is desired for
volunteering, it is certainly helpful in the
recruitment process to know that one
demographic group’s volunteer rate
is higher than another. The marketing
tactics could presumably shift to focus
on a particular demographic, depending
on the needs of an organization.

DISTINGUISHING
ARTS AND CULTURE VOLUNTEERS

According to his national bestselling
book, The Rise of the Creative Class,
Richard Florida distinguishes creativity as,
“Multifaceted and multidimensional. It is
not limited to technological innovation
or new business models. It is not
something that can be kept in a box and
trotted out when one arrives in the office.
Creativity involves distinct kinds
of thinking and habits that must be
cultivated both in the individual and in the
surrounding society” (Florida 22).
Florida’s use of the words “multifaceted,”
“multidimensional,” and especially “distinct”
speak to the unique nature of creative
individuals. Artists may be distinct, but do
they fall into their own class of volunteer?
In the International Journal of Arts
Management, Walter W. Wymer, Jr, an
Assistant Professor of Marketing, and
Jeffery L. Brudeny, a Professor of Political
Science, points out that, “While much
research has been carried out with
volunteers in general, very little is known
about arts and culture volunteers in
particular” (Wymer and Brudney 40). This
is unfortunate for volunteer coordinators
and managers, and might be holding
nonprofit momentum and influence back.
Wymer and Brudney maintain that these
Chapter 2 | 13

leaders can make “more informed decisions” as it pertains
to the recruitment and management of their volunteers if
they are able to understand who these individuals are (40).
In an article for the Nonprofit Management and Leadership
Journal, Arthur C. Brooks, an American social scientist,
claims that one reason we know little about this subgroup
of volunteer is because much of the research surrounding

Arts and culture volunteers are indeed
distinguishable from others based on
several indicators. These indicators
could unlock the potential for better
understanding the subgroup.
arts and culture as a topic is done on paid individuals
(Brooks 5). Brooks echoes Wymer and Brudney,
claiming that, “unpaid artistic activities in the United
States have received relatively little study” (6). Due to
the lack of information surrounding this type of volunteer,
Wymer and Brudney conducted their own studies on the
subgroup. They proposed that arts and culture volunteers
are indeed distinguishable from others based on several
indicators (Wymer and Brudney 41). These indicators
could unlock the potential for better understanding the
subgroup.
These indicators consist of social and lifestyle variables,
personality, and personal values. For many volunteers,
the church serves as an important social and religious
institution. Much like the statistics from the BLS describe,
Wymer and Brudney found that a significant percentage
of volunteers go to church (Wymer and Brudney 41).
However, it is worth mentioning they found that this may
not be a variable to distinguish arts and culture volunteers.
There was little indication that this subclass of volunteer
was more likely to attend church. Further studies by
14 | Volunteering Creativity | Landon Benson

Wymer and Brudney determined that arts
and culture volunteers tend to be older
than standard volunteers (47). Regarding
personality, much of the research on
volunteerism overall was not that helpful.
Even so, volunteers in general display
higher levels of empathy than those
who don’t offer their time up in service.
Yet, Wymer and Brudney indicate that
self-esteem could prove as a device to
differentiate arts and culture volunteers
(Wymer and Brudney 41).
Another potential way to differentiate
this subgroup is to understand what
they value. If arts and culture volunteers
have unique values, recruitment
initiatives might trend in one direction
over another. It was determined that
volunteers of this category express some
of their values through their service (43).
These individuals value their namesake:
arts and culture. In chapter 10 of the
book entitled, The Creative Citizen
Unbound: How Social Media and DIY
Culture Contribute to Democracy,
Communities and the Creative Economy,
author Theodore Zamenpoulos provides

an eloquent anecdote about creativity. He
says, “it underlies our everyday ability to
respond to and change our environment
according to our needs and aspirations”
(Zamenopoulos 106).
The more volunteer managers understand
about this subgroup of volunteers,
the better equipped they are to implement
the “3 Rs of volunteer marketing” (Wymer
and Brudney 48). They should be able
to develop more effective recruitment
strategies, retain their current teams,
and return former volunteers to actively
serving (48). If churches are desiring to
grow in this sector, understanding how
to implement these strategies is crucial.
VOLUNTEER MOTIVATION

In his article entitled “Religious Social
Networks and Volunteering: Examining
Recruitment via Close Ties” from the
Review of Religious Research, Stephen
M. Merino, an Associate Professor of
Sociology at Colorado Mesa University,
stated very plainly that, “Being asked
to volunteer is one of the strongest

People join volunteer programs to do something
bigger than themselves. They value the time with
each other over a simple donation.
— Brian Tenclinger
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predictors of volunteering (Merino
510). It is also worth mentioning that not
everyone is equally likely to be asked
to volunteer. The group that is most
likely to volunteer is the highly educated
and affluent individuals (Merino 511).
This correlates with the statistics
recorded at the BLS (Bureau of Labor
Statistics U.S Department of Labor 2015).
College educated individuals represent a
substantial portion of the volunteer base
in America. Programs obviously benefit
when individuals are asked to volunteer,
but understanding why people volunteer
is an important factor in volunteer
marketing. Knowing what motivates
volunteers allows managers to be better
at recruiting, retaining, and returning.
So why do people volunteer? Brooks
found that compensation in the arts is
often not consisting of money (Brooks 5).
If motivation is truly nonpecuniary, why
are people volunteering?
In his TED talk entitled, “Volunteer
Engagement: The Freedom to do
Something Important”, Brian Tenclinger,
a global membership and education
manager, claims that people join
volunteer programs because they want
to do something bigger than themselves.
They value the time with each other over
a simple donation (Tenclinger 7:45).
Individuals want to know what they are
contributing matters. It also turns out

that community and relationships are
considerable motivators in volunteering.
Merino takes this correlation between
community and volunteering a step
further and adds a third variable,
saying, “social networks are the critical
link between religiosity and volunteering”
(Merino 511). Not only can the three
variables be connected, social networks
are the “dominate mechanism” that
leads to volunteering. Merino claims that
social networks are even more important
than beliefs. He found that social
networks within congregations pave the
way for volunteering to happen (510).
Merino’s studies do not apply this
theory directly to arts and culture
vo l u nt e e r s . I t c o u l d b e h a rd t o
connect thes e individuals in the
c o n g re g at i o n b e c a u s e p rev i o u s
studies have indicated that they may
not be there (Wymer and Brudny 41).
However, even if statistically it is proven
that arts and culture volunteer church
attendance is not a distinguishing
characteristic, it is an overall
characteristic of the volunteer base in
general. Especially if it is remembered
that social networks supersede beliefs
(Merino 510).
Helen Bussell, affiliated with Teeside
University, and Deborah Forbes,
a lecturer in marketing at the Newcastle
University Business School, detail a
study done on volunteer management
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in arts organizations in the International
Journal of Arts Management. In the article,
Bussell and Forbes discuss primarily
recruiting and retaining volunteers,
b u t to u c h o n m ot i vat i o n b r i ef l y.
Their research examines one particularly
exemplary case as a model for best
practice specifically in the theater
management field. It discusses and
theorizes why people volunteer and
again acknowledges the lack of
research on arts and culture volunteers.
While this source is specific to the
field of theater, some principles might
overlap and reapply due to the target
sub-group. Bussell and Forbes introduce
and discuss the concept known as
“relationship marketing” (Bussell and
Forbes 19). Bussell and Forbes point
out that the benefits of volunteering, or
motivators, are again often intangible.
They say that the social rewards offer the
most value (16). These social rewards
are, of course, relationships, friendships,
and networking. As important as these
rewards are, Bussell and Forbes explain
that people will continue to volunteer
only if specific benefits are satisfied and
acknowledge what a moving target that
is. If these motivators are considered,
relationships and purpose should remain
on the forefront of any recruiter’s agenda.
If these values are not present in the
volunteer project, it might not succeed.

THE CHURCH NEEDS ARTISTS

It is irresponsible to exclude the needs
for arts and culture volunteers in the
church. To reference his TED talk once
more, Tenclinger acknowledges a
recent decline in volunteer numbers.
He claims that this is occurring because
organizations are operating 30 years
in the past. Tenclinger states that this
is a result of being disconnected from
the community, and most importantly,
lacking in relevance (3:00). How does
this apply to the church? Arts and culture
volunteers have the unique opportunity
to help maintain the church’s relevance in
society. The theology of their beliefs will
not change, but the means for delivery
often will. The sooner these principles are
realized, the sooner growth can continue
and recover.
This could be viewed as a form of
nonprofit marketing. In the book,
Mission in Central and Eastern Europe:
Realities, Perspectives, Trends, Branimir
Dukić writes about marketing for
religious organizations in the digital age.
Dukić strives to define what marketing’s
relationship is with the modern church.
It cannot be neglected, and is needed for
these types of organizations to survive.
Dukić makes a critical point when he
states, “for religious organizations, the
question is not: Should we do it? [engage
in marketing strategies or the like]
Chapter 2 | 17

This team is a microcosm of the church as a whole:
gifted people empowered by God to serve in their
areas of their gifting.
— Lori Salomo

organizations are to remain relevant, from
a marketing perspective, the tangible
and intangible needs they will have are
extensive. Developing a team of uniquely
qualified and categorized volunteers to
tackle them would be beneficial to these
ministries.

were to have access to a team like this,
i t wo u l d p rov i d e t h e m w i t h t h e
means for tackling a wide spread of
marketing issues. A team like this does
not self-congregate, it requires attention,
leadership, and recruitment.
VOLUNTEER RECRUITING

The right question is: How shall we do it?”
(Dukić 620). The goal of his research was
to try and develop a conceptual marketing
model of religious organizations for the
digital age. He justifies this endeavor by
making the following statement,
“Conservative theological authors reject
the idea that the religious organization’s
mission and the business company’s
mission have anything in common.
In principle, they do not observe church
functioning as the business process.
The fact is that all business is driven by
a mission, which is comparable with
religious organizations” (624).
The need for marketing clearly extends
to the religious sector. He continues
and says, “religious organizations are on
the market.” He mentions that while the
“product” never changes, their mission
is to satisfy “human needs” and that is
essentially a marketing philosophy (624).
Dukić maintains that if this premise is
accepted, then all the principles that work
for business organizations would work for
religious organizations, too. “Religious

organizations are not above human
society or the laws of human society”
(625). Marketing can then be applied
to achieve the goals of those religious
organizations neutrally.
Many of the ideas for improving the
implementation of church marketing
revolve around content that would be
created by a creative team employed
by the church. This team would most
likely be in house due to potential lack
of funding or resources. Dukić mentions
the implementation of custom websites
and books. The promotional material
and branding for each of those requires
a specific skill set nonexistent in the
normal toolkit of ministry. The design of
engaging church bulletins that feature
enticing content are other examples
of products that require expertise in
layout and print design. Post cards
and newsletters require similar effort
from someone knowledgeable in basic
graphic design principles. Videos of
events and distribution of the same
require someone with the skills to film,
edit, and upload (Dukić 641). If these
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There is little scholarly data about
constructing something as specific as a
creative team for churches comprised
of volunteers. Lori Salomo, the children’s
pastor at The Crossing at Mid Rivers in
Missouri, plays an advisory role on this
subject with an abbreviated training.
The training comes from Christianity
Today’s resource site Building Church
Leaders, or bcl.com, and is entitled,
“Developing a Volunteer Creative Team:
Children’s Ministry”. The classifier of
“Children’s Ministry” is important because
the curriculum applies to a sub ministry of
an organization. The goal of this research
is to learn information regarding a cross
organizational resource.
This is a team that encompasses all the
creative needs of the whole ministry, not
just the children’s portion. Salomo defines
a creative team as the team that, “develops
the drama, music, teaching, art, and other
creative elements of your large group
presentations. This team is a microcosm
of the church as a whole: gifted people
empowered by God to serve in their areas
of their gifting” (Salomo 1). If a ministry

It has already been stated that a crucial
reason for volunteering is inquiry.
While volunteers like to be asked,
inquiry alone is not enough of a
recruitment strategy. It has also
been learned that individuals are not
inquired upon at an equal rate (Merino
511). If this is the case, how does an
organization go about recruiting
volunteers? What variations, if any,
must be made in the attempt to recruit
arts and culture volunteers, specifically?

Many people recruit those
who are less talented than
themselves. This could
stem from insecurity. By
only hiring below one’s
own abilities, the team’s
overall productivity ceiling
is much lower.
In his TED Talk entitled, “How to Master
Recruiting”, Mads Faurholt-Jorgensen,
a well-known entrepreneur, author,
and keynote speaker provides helpful
Chapter 2 | 19

insight to the topic of recruiting. This
video discusses recruiting in general,
and does not touch on the topic of
volunteer recruiting specifically. However,
certain practices could translate to
volunteer recruiting.Faurholt-Jorgensen
discusses the lack in resources and
education involved with recruiting and
details the framework he and his team
have built to make them better at it.
He believes that people tend to hire three
specific types of people. The first are
like themselves. Many managers default
to hiring people that have their same
interests and abilities. On the surface
this might seem like a beneficial method,
but it can contribute to stagnation of
ideas and poor team culture. The second
type he discusses are people that have
solid basic skills, but are not spectacular
at any one thing. Finally, he says that
many people recruit those who are less
talented than themselves. This could
stem from insecurity. By only hiring
below one’s own abilities, the team’s
overall productivity ceiling is much lower.
Faurholt-Jorgensen also claims that
people hire too quickly, and hire for
positions rather than team chemistry
(Faurholt-Jorgensen 7:00). These are
some common recruiting mistakes, but
what are some best practices?
In his TED Talk, Faurholt-Jorgensen
expresses that when recruiters are
searching for new talent, they should

ask themselves three questions: “Will
the person be able to do the job?” “Will
the person fit the culture?” and finally,
“Will we fit this person’s life?” FaurholtJorgensen emphasizes the importance
of something he calls “Need Identification”
(Faurholt-Jorgensen 13:00) He says that
this is the area that most people go wrong.
W h at a re t h e c o r re c t n e e d s a n
organization is trying to fulfill? If this need
is of the arts and culture variety, how can
we identify who is a good fit?
Salomo’s training is composed of four
separate parts, and in part one, she
discusses how to find the right people.
This section encourages recruiters
to define two categories of potential
volunteers. The first category describes
individuals with observable talents.
These individuals probably already
volunteer in creative areas. She says that
in many churches, “most of the people
with observable creative talents are
already involved in the worship service or
other ministries” (Salomo 4). The second
category Salomo identifies are those
with hidden talents. She provides a list
of subjective indicators for this category.
The first being a “quick wit or sense of
humor” imploring that this person is
energetic, joyful, and laughs frequently.
The second indicator is someone who
has a “vivid imagination” (4). Salomo
asks us to listen for these story tellers.
These individuals provide “vivid pictures
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and exaggeration” (4). The third indicator
is perhaps the most subjective of all of
them. Recruiters should locate individuals
with “a good sense of style or design”
(4). This indicator is thin but might have
merit. Recruiters are asked to look at the
colors and designs with which candidates
express themselves, perhaps in clothing
or home design. Salomo is stretching
to find a correlation in another area of
an individual’s life that could work as an
indicator. The fourth indicator is someone
with a “fun-loving spirit.” She remarks
that, “we are not just looking for a hidden
talent but building a team.” Salomo rates
laughter and joy as essential qualities
of a creative team. The fifth indictor
is, “a willingness to speak or be in front
of others.” While the final indicator is a
gifting and willingness to craft or make
things (4). Salomo’s training implies the
presence of a strong and preexisting base
of volunteers. This may not always be the
case, and volunteer managers will have
to look outside the organizations walls to
find help.

ARTS AND CULTURE VOLUNTEER
MANAGEMENT

Understanding how to manage and
maintain an arts and culture volunteer
team is important for maximizing
the potential of an organization and
its projects. In her TED Talk entitled,
“How Volunteerism Can Change Your
World”, Joyce Bertram focuses on how
to make these volunteerism projects
happen. Bertram has been involved with
various organizations by helping them
organize, recruit, train and manage their
teams to reach their goals. She has also
worked on the festival “Nowhere” which
is the European version of “Burning Man.”
All of Bertram’s main points speak to the
concept of sharing. She encourages
organizers to share their ideas with
others in the hope of eventually meeting
like-minded people. In addition to ideas,
she recommends that organizers
share their experience and knowledge.
This speaks to teaching others about
the process. Finally, she insists that
organizer’s share their passion and fun
(Bertram 8:00). This is consistent with

The perspective of successful creative leaders
is valuable in understanding how to effectively
manage the creative process.
— Jason D. Oliver
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Most of the
people with
observable
creative talents
are already
involved in
the worship
service or other
ministries.
— Lori Salomo
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the research done by Bussell and Forbes.
Bussell and Forbes place importance
on charismatic leadership, attributing it
much of the success in smaller voluntary
organizations (Bussell and Forbes 18).
Since there is little research known
about the management of arts and

This need to be creative
on demand, but to do
so within a constrained
environment, in order to
reach instrumental goals is
somewhat contradictory to
our cultural image of the
artist as a free spirit.
James M. Loveland
culture volunteers, it is worth looking
into the Journal of Marketing Theory and
Practice for information surrounding
t h e m a n a g e m e nt of a d ve r t i s i n g
agencies. While agencies differ in motive
than churches, it has already been
established that it is important for religious
organizations to utilize advertising
(Dukić 625). In the article entitled,
“Creative Leaders’ Views on Managing
Ad ve r t i s i n g C re at i v i t y ” , a u t h o r s
Jason D. Oliver and Christy Ashley
examine effective creative process
management in ad agencies. Oliver is a
marketing professor and MBA Program
coordinator at Roger Williams University

and Ashley an assistant professor of
marketing at the University of Rhode
Island. Part of their study utilizes 120
creative leader interviews printed in the
Wall Street Journal’s Creative Leaders
series from 1977 to 2007. Oliver and
Ashley maintain that, “the perspective of
successful creative leaders is valuable in
understanding how to effectively manage
the creative process” (Oliver and Ashley
336). Upon completion of the study,
“Oliver and Ashley found that the elements
of an effective ad creation process include
organizational structure and process
management. The special ingredients
include a fun and energy charged
environment, curious and driven people,
and an environment that supports risk
taking and respectful conflict (337).
Under the element of organizational
structure, two themes appeared.
“Flexibility in teams” and “shared
responsibility for ideas” both help
to facilitate the creative process.
The flexibility allows people the ability
to “work freely across departments and
teams to solve clients’ problems” (Oliver
and Ashley 337). It was found that an
“all hands on deck” approach allowed
idea generation to be inclusive (337).
This need for flexibility apparently
“dominated” the creative leaders’
responses about management (338).
Arts and culture volunteers will need
the flexibility to reach across the
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organizational aisle and gain insight and
context for certain ministerial projects.
This hypothetical creative team needs
to exist to serve the multifaceted nature
of a church. Sharing idea ownership
speaks to the culture of the team itself.
Elitism and isolation are opposite from the
core mission of Christianity and hopefully
the Church.
The core theme behind process
m a n a g e m e nt wa s te a m m e m b e r
independence. This is not to be
confused with team member isolation,
which is counter intuitive. Oliver and
Ashley found that the creative leaders
“felt responsible for s etting high
standards and managing things in a
way that kept people stimulated” (Oliver
and Ashley 338). Encouraging growth
and risk taking contributes a supportive
environment (338). This thinking
echoes Salomo’s teachings. She says
that, “a safe and affirming environment
encourages creativity” (Salomo 5).
She also suggests that managers
should, “Never criticize a suggestion,
even a poor one” (5). Maintaining a safe
environment encourages contribution
(5). This may even be considered biblical.
In 1 Thessalonians it tells readers to,
“encourage one another and build each
other up”. (1 Thessalonians 5:11 NIV)
Contribution of course advances the
efforts of the organization.

The fostering of creativity is important,
but if it fails to be applicable, it is virtually
useless. In his article from the International
Journal of Arts Management, James
Loveland describes, “This need to be
creative on demand, but to do so within
a constrained environment, in order to
reach instrumental goals is somewhat
contradictory to our cultural image of
the artist as a free spirit” (Loveland 5).
He says that this poses a particular
challenge to managers. He brings up the
irony that, “one of the major resources
they bring to the workplace is their
individual creativity, which, in order to form
a mutually beneficial relationship, must be
directed towards the needs of the hiring
organization” (Loveland 12).
While volunteers tend to invite their
friends and families to serve, the general
make up of a project might be made up
of strangers. In her TED Talk entitled,
“How to Turn a Group of Strangers into
a Team”, Amy Edmondson explains the
concept of teaming. Edmondson is a
leadership expert and business school
professor. The short video talks about
the struggles of working with a team
of strangers. These occurrences have
become more common as teams have
grown to global levels. While the team of
arts and culture volunteers may not be
global, they could still be strangers. The
idea of teaming is one in which individuals
come together quickly, and often
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impermanently to solve new, urgent, or unusual problems
(Edmondson 2:30). By certain definitions, teams are
considered stable. Churches may not have that luxury as
volunteers may move or simply quit. Understanding how
to team could prove beneficial.

The results of the initiative garnered a thirty percent
increase in traffic to the NYC service website, and a
fifty percent increase in monthly registrations.
— Sidlee.com

Edmondson provides three elements needed to turn
a group of strangers into a team. The first requires
managers to be “humble in the face of the challenge
ahead” (8:25). If managers feel the pressure to always
have the best idea, the best idea might get unrealized.
Edmondson says that, “when teaming works, you can
be sure some leaders have been crystal clear that they
don’t have the answers” (10:00). The second element
builds off the first and asks managers to be “curious about
what others bring” (8:35). The final element encourages
the “willingness to take risks and learn quickly” (8:30).
Churches need to be prepared to work with a variety
of socially connected or disconnected arts and culture
volunteers. The more managers understand the unique
needs of arts and culture volunteers the better equipped
they are to lead them. The need for transformational
leaders cannot be understated. Especially if social ties
are what hold these teams together.
DISCUSSION

The research gathered has surveyed a portion of the
existing knowledge base surrounding volunteering.
Statistical data has displayed volunteer rates across
a myriad of demographics. This data provides insight
into the volunteer base that enables managers to better
understand who they are recruiting.
Taking a step further, the research gathered strives to
identify a unique subgroup of volunteer. Arts and culture
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volunteers can be distinguished through
multiple variables including social and
lifestyle, personality, and personal values.
It was repeatedly found that scholarly
data surrounding this subclass of
volunteer was limited. It is recommended
that further studies be taken to maximize
the fields’ understanding of this sub class.
This information allows for even
further tailoring of recruitment and
management initiatives. In addition to
reclassification attempts, research
was gathered surrounding volunteer
m ot i vat i o n . U n d e r st a n d i n g w h at
motivates an individual to volunteer
enriches recruitment, management, and
retention at volunteer organizations.It was
determined that the highest motivator
for volunteers was often intrinsic.These
nonpecuniary motivators consisted
primarily of social ties and relationships.

plays in recruiting is paramount .
Examining the needs of the organization,
while at the same time, accounting for
the personal needs of the volunteers
addresses the important issues of team
culture.
The more proficient an organization
gets at recruiting, the more important it
is that these organizations understand
how to manage their volunteers.
T h e c o n c e pt of te a m i n g p rove d
to be useful for this specific topic.
Volunteer organizations work with all
types of people. Understanding how
to coordinate and manage a group of
strangers can help get a volunteer project
up and running.

Understanding what motivates a
volunteer eases the recruitment effort.
For successful recruitment to happen,
it is important that managers
understand for what they are recruiting.
The importance that need identification
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ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

If a recruitment campaign was to
materialize, it is important to explore
existing examples of such projects.
Three campaigns were selected and
analyzed. These campaigns tackle the
issue of recruitment in several different
ways. The following case studies
determine the scope and impact each
campaign had on the organization that
presented them. The visual materials
of each campaign were also examined
for artistic inspiration and reference
through visual analysis. The first case

study examines a campaign that was
made for the volunteer arm of New York
City, NYC Service. It strives to engage with
the disinterested individuals of New York.
The second case study is for the Brooklyn
Free Clinic. The free clinic serves the good
people of Brooklyn by offering medical
service to the medically uninsured. It was

struggling to recruit physicians, and this
campaign was implemented to recruit
them. The final case study examines
a campaign from the largest volunteer
organization in the United Kingdom,
the Royal Voluntary Service. The Royal
Voluntary Service was looking for ways
to communicate that volunteering was
for everyone.
CASE STUDY 1: NYC SERVICE

In 2015, New York City had begun the free
fall into a volunteer deficit. Involvement
was low, and the volunteer arm of the

city, NYC Service, blamed the city’s
apathetic citizens. NYC Service was
looking to raise volunteer rates from 18
percent to 50 percent. To address the
issue, Mayor Bill de Blasio partnered with
well-known New York creative agency
Sidlee to develop a new ad campaign.
Sidlee works primarily out of Europe and
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North America and consists of a team of
over 900 multidisciplinary professionals.
Within Sidlee exists several smaller
agencies that target specific issues
ranging from brand campaigns to
urban skyscrapers. Sidlee tapped
NYC freelancers Verena and Christina
Michelitsch for design, Dan Chandler
for creative direction, Brad Warsh for
art direction, and Michael Grosso for
writing. In response to the issue, they
developed the “Good for you. Good for
your City.” recruitment campaign. The
project consisted of a rebrand for NYC
Service to modernize and widen the
appeal of the organization. It manifested
as posters, office supplies, and a range of
apparel. The campaign did not appear to
launch with clear starting and end dates.
It seems to have been overtaken by the
NYC Services subsequent campaign, the
less visually appealing “Build Community.
Unlock Your Potential.” campaign.
Ultimately, Sidlee deemed it necessary
to develop a mobile application. The
app allowed users to engage with the
organization in several meaningful ways.
It enabled users to create new accounts
or interact with existing ones. This made
the service much more accessible
because volunteers did not need to visit
the website. Users were also allowed to
set interests and skills. This undoubtably
helped organize the user base. Volunteers
were encouraged to set times of

availability and browse opportunities
straight from the app. According to Sidlee,
the results of the initiative garnered a
thirty percent increase in traffic to the
NYC service website, and a fifty percent
increase in monthly registrations.
The campaign did not embrace social
media very effectively. Only one graphic
appeared to be tailored specifically for
Instagram, and the others that were
posted featured pictures of the physical
posters. In fact, only five posts on the NYC
Service Instagram account displayed the
campaign. Engagement with the platform
did not appear to be affected because the
comments and likes were on par with the
surrounding posts from the organization.
However, it is worth mentioning that the
Instagram account holder for the NYC
Service did use a campaign hashtag with
#goodfornyc. The hashtag appears to
have only 128 posts attached to it. That
number is extremely low considering how
many people live in the city. This missed
opportunity was most likely due to the
lack of foresight, resources, or planning.
It is unfortunate because social media
has developed into a powerful tool for
spreading awareness about social issues.
The language surrounding the “Good
for you. Good for your City.” campaign
addresses the selfish nature of the city.
The posters specifically address what
is in it for the volunteer. The copywriting
on one poster in particular claims,
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“Volunteering doesn’t just help those
around you, it helps you stand a better
chance at being healthier and happier.”
It clearly states that there is something
to gain for the individual and not just
the city. While the demographic for the
creative volunteer campaign is different,
there could be something to the “what
is in it for me” nature of the NYC Service
campaign that could be a beneficial
takeaway. Communicating the benefits
or byproducts of volunteering might prove
an effective way to garner participation.
The language could also be the least
effective nature of the campaign. The
simplicity of an app might have shifted
the community in a volunteering direction.
Either way, Sidlee and NYC service
viewed the campaign as a success.
VISUAL ANALYSIS 1

The “Good for you. Good for your city”
campaign was inspired by iconic public
service signage and apparel and features
a vibrant and neon color pallet. These
colors are supplemented with a series of
playful, simple, and geometric illustrations.

The simplicity in the visuals allow the
messaging to stand out and stand strong.
These elements come together to form
a series of posters, office supplies, and
a small range of apparel. As mentioned
before, the social media aspect of this
campaign was seemingly nonexistent,
and the power of the visuals could have
been easily adapted for the medium given
some extra attention and effort.
The agency which created this campaign
acknowledged that the existing brand
was not sufficient in reaching the current
generation. The target audience was
individuals living in New York who were
not interested in volunteering for their
city. Based on the fresh and youthful
visuals, it appears that this campaign
was targeted towards the young people
in the city. Though it is worth noting that
one of the posters acknowledges seniors
directly. Arguably, it appears to be more of
a geographically targeted campaign than
an age-specific one.
The visuals for the campaign were
consumed via the print media that was

The campaign still resulted in a three hundred percent increase in physical social engagement, and
physician participation increased by one hundred
and fifty percent.
— scottwanderman.com
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developed. The mobile app seemed to contribute the
most, as it redirected traffic from the website. While
merch appeared to be discussed, it does not seem
that those concepts were implemented physically. This
may have been to the practical nature of the idea. While
merchandise is eye-catching and interesting, it does not
necessarily aid in the greater call to action of the campaign.
There is also the cost and distribution of product that is
associated with involving merchandise. NYC Service
might not have had the budget or labor to implement that
leg of the campaign.
The posters are the most outwardly facing facet of this
campaign. Each one was designed with a unique threecolor pallet and a mono-weight line illustration. The colors
work well because they stand out. Having bright colors

Organized by ad agency, Patients & Purpose, the campaign was implemented to
motivate volunteer action from physicians.
might have provided a nice contrast to the darkness of
the subway or the general textures of urban city life. The
orange exists as a part of the large NYC service brand. It is
the most reoccurring color on their Instagram account. It
transcends the campaign. The orange was accompanied
by pink, blue, and green. The illustrations are simple and
to the point. Each poster featured a unique and on topic
pattern that paired nicely with the topic being discussed
in the copywriting. This artistic direction works well with
the medium and audience as New Yorkers are constantly
on the move. A complex design might have been less
effective or missed.
The messaging of each poster addresses unique
opportunities to volunteer with the city. The posters only
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utilized one major call to action. That
action read as “volunteer.” Arguably a
second call to action existed as a web
address. This undoubtably led to the
increase in web traffic to the NYC Service
website. Any other content on the posters
addressed the specifics of the campaign.
Developing a similar campaign to pique
interests in creative volunteer work for
the church might point out the novelty of
the opportunity for individuals with certain
giftings to get involved. Implementing a
simple, yet eye-catching campaign might
stand out in the sea of often undesirable
and preexisting content associated with
ministry. Reducing the visual elements
to color, line, and messaging could be
a good way to garner the attention of
locals and hidden talent residing within
the community. Good work often attracts
good workers.
CASE STUDY 2: BROOKLYN FREE CLINIC

The Brooklyn Free Clinic provides
comprehensive, high-quality medical
care to the uninsured in Brooklyn. It was
founded in 2006 by a group of medical
students at SUNY Downstate College of
Medicine. In 2013, the clinic found itself
in dire need of medical assistance and
staffing. The clinic functions with the help
of volunteer physicians. Without these
volunteers, the clinic cannot effectively
serve its community. To address this

issue, the “We Need U” print campaign
was born. Organized by ad agency
Patients & Purpose, the campaign was
implemented to motivate volunteer action
from physicians.
Patients & Purpose, previously known as
CDMIconnect at the time of campaign
creation, specialized in medical marketing
and media. The agency used Scott
Wanderman to design the visuals for the
“We Need U” campaign. Wanderman
worked with Patients & Purpose for nearly
six years and spent most of that time as a
copywriter. The campaign relies heavily
on messaging, so his background in
copywriting stands out.
The campaign followed on the coat
tails of the rebrand of the clinic done by
Wanderman. It manifested as a series of
posters, both physical and digital. As well
as a temporary reskin of all social media
accounts and handout cards the size of
business cards. The messaging was clear.
Each implementation featured words that
were missing the letter “u.” Words such as
“support”,”contribute”, and “community”
acted as bold attention-grabbing
headlines to drive the point home that
the clinic in fact needed “u.” Each headline
was accompanied with a tagline. These
taglines added context for the word and
strengthened the calls to action.
The “We Need U” campaign, while visually
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interesting, was not implemented well.
After a close review of the Brooklyn Free
Clinic’s Facebook account, there appears
to be no clear start and end period of the
campaign. The clinic seems to arbitrarily
use the visuals of the campaign with little
to no plan for posting. Three branded
images appear in 2013, and then
randomly again three years later in 2016.
These posts only garnered a handful
of likes and unfortunately did not
foster any user comments. Judging by
the rest of the content featured on the
clinic’s social media accounts, the “We
Need U” campaign was the only campaign
ever attempted.
Currently, the Facebook page features
less than a thousand likes. According to
census.gov, Brooklyn has a population
of 2.5 million people. This is clearly a
poor engagement ratio. It is also worth
mentioning that the clinic does not link
its social media accounts on its website.
This could be due to lack of resources,
staffing, or marketing expertise. Even with
the lack of social media intentionality, the
campaign still resulted in a three hundred
percent increase in physical social

engagement, and physician participation
increased by one hundred and fifty
percent (scottwanderman.com).
While the visuals leave much to be
desired, the messaging could provide
insight or direction into how a campaign
should be written. Clearly stating the
needs and next steps involved with
volunteering could be a great way to
foster engagement. Ensuring the proper
amount of information to include could
also make or break the campaign, and
tailoring those specific needs towards
social media and the nuances of different
mediums could also prove beneficial.
The “We Need U” campaign was clever in
theory but poorly executed.
VISUAL ANALYSIS 2

The campaign carried the aesthetic baton
of the recently refreshed Brooklyn Free
Clinic brand. The campaign features five
colors. The two main colors are a dark red
and an earthy unsaturated orange. The
remaining colors are a dark orange, an
off-white crème, and a black. All the colors
of the campaign are used consistently

The campaign was developed to galvanize the British public to volunteer to support their local community.
— Royalvoluntaryservice.org.uk
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from piece to piece. The red is used as
the largest heading. The darker orange is
always the subheading, and the black is
used for auxiliary and contact information.
The crème is used as a frame for each
piece. It outlines and contains the image.
The campaign’s target audience was
specific. The posters and visuals were
distributed throughout a local hospital in
hopes of engaging with the physicians in
the building.
The boldest and largest heading is a
condensed sans serif. A condensed font

was most likely used to fit the long words
chosen for the campaign messaging.
“Community” is a large word to typeset
in anything other than a condensed font.
The subheadings appear to be set in the
same font as the primary headings. The
only change in typeface exists in the
auxiliary and contact information. This
is perhaps the weakest element of the

posters. Some of the most important
information about how to get involved
with the clinic is set in this miniscule font.
The contact information and secondary
call to actions are easily missed because
of placement and scale.
Each facet of the campaign features a
slight grunge aesthetic. It is seemingly
random and has no connection to
the clinic itself, but perhaps shares
a connection with the gritty city of
Brooklyn. This is an interesting design
choice because it does not feel clean or

appropriate for a medical facility. It feels
dirty and uncharacteristic. The logo
is shown on each poster in the corner,
and it does not feature this grunge, and
contributing to the disconnection.
While the colors line up with the brand, it
does seem to limit the function and reach
of the campaign. The brand colors are
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dark and uninspiring. Perhaps the use
of more vibrant and lively colors would
have been more noticeable on the walls
of the clinic and garnered even more
engagement. Perhaps the campaign was
missed altogether by some because it did
not feel new or separate from the brand.
Patrons could have easily perceived the
visuals as directional signage or room
designations and not a recruitment
campaign.
At its core, the “We Need U” campaign
is a campaign of pleas. Wanderman
functioned as creative director for this
project but undoubtably had a role in the
development of the campaign’s language.
The messaging lives mostly through a
series of posters. Each poster features
a large heading that is missing the letter
“U.” The posters were clearly designed
by a copywriter because each iteration
contains entirely too much information.
The eye does not move fluidly from one
element to the next. The posters do not
utilize negative space well and each
element is balanced poorly. The campaign
would have been much stronger with
the implementation of a brighter color
pallet, condensed information, and more
balanced composition and arrangement
of elements and information. The social
media elements could have also been
stronger. It does not seem that pieces
were designed specifically for the
medium because ratios and sizes did

not shift or pivot. This is a clear missed
opportunity and is proven by the clear lack
of engagement and comments.
CASE STUDY 3:
ROYAL VOLUNTARY SERVICE

The Royal Voluntary Service is one
of the largest volunteer organizers in
Britain. The “Step Forward” campaign
originated from a partnership between
the Royal Voluntary Service and Legal
& General. Legal & General operates
as a financial service provider in the
United Kingdom. According to the Royal
Voluntary Service website, the campaign
was developed to, “galvanize the British
public to volunteer to support their
local community,” and hoped that the
campaign would, “inspire the nation and
help them realize that everyone has a
talent to offer” (Royalvoluntaryservice.org.
uk). The campaign was multi-faceted, and
imagery from the campaign was seen at
Royal Voluntary Service shops and cafes,
in the press, and on social media. It also
ran on billboards in city centers, and as
radio commercials.
The campaign casted a very wide net.
While it was localized geographically,
the messaging was not targeted to one
demographic. It stated that “everyone’s
got a talent.” Several of the campaign
posters claimed that something as simple
as a smile can offer a great service. The
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target was clearly directed to individuals
who were not in volunteer service,
but specific action towards seniors was
also taken.
The Royal Voluntary Service official
Instagram account first addressed the
campaign in April of 2019. The colors,
imagery, and language are not overtly
trendy. This first post appears to be
staged. It is a portrait of a woman smiling in
front of a yellow brick wall. The image has

a text overlay that reads, “Volunteer your
smile” in the top left corner. It also displays
the Royal Voluntary Service logo at the
bottom. The post garnered less than thirty
likes contributing to a striking difference
of engagement in the posts before and
after it. The stylized appearance of the
campaign graphic did not resonate as well
as some of the more authentic images
that fill the Royal Voluntary Service profile.
The campaign’s visual style is still actively

used most likely due to the correlation of
the Royal Voluntary Service brand itself.
The graphical template of the first post
is also reused and revisited for several
additional posts. The campaign’s visual
style does not seem to break from the
template of the first post.
The RVS’s campaign speaks to the
importance of target demographics.
While the visuals did not inform the
idealized recruitment campaign for arts

and culture volunteers, the intentionality
of the messaging could have. Using
language that applies to the target
demographic, and addresses the
audience’s stage in life, could be useful to
garnering engagement.
According to the research referenced
on Legal & General’s website, upwards
of two million seniors often feel ignored
or invisible. They stated that, “seventy-
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nine percent of Royal Voluntary Service
volunteers said their work with the
organization helped them feel more
connected with their community, and nine
in ten said volunteering gave them a sense
of purpose. More than half even said that
volunteering made them feel healthier”
(legalandgeneralgroup.com). It appears
that a specific goal of this campaign was
to ease the transition for seniors from
working to retirement.
The campaign could have benefited
through a variety of visuals. Using the
brand style in the campaign reinforces
brand recognition but anchors the
conversation to the limitations of the
that brand style. The campaigns use of
social media could have benefited from a
pivot out of this limiting brand style. The
introduction of the campaign is easily
missed by the account followers because
it looks like every other post. The primary
goal of the campaign was recruitment
and not brand reinforcement. Brand
reinforcement is usually a good byproduct
of campaigns, but only if it strengthens the
core message.
VISUAL ANALYSIS 3

The “Step Forward” campaign contains
very few elements and hardly ever pivots
from the initial design. This campaign
specifically targets retirees and does so
by using photography, a simple design,

and messaging to attract a myriad of
other types of volunteers. Even still, most
implementations of the campaign feature
staged photography of seniors in simple
settings. The design is not particularly
modern or clever. This lack of originality
is perhaps made up for in sincerity and
authenticity. The models chosen for
the campaign photography might not
even be models. They appear to be
normal individuals and could even be
perceived as Royal Service volunteers. It
is worth mentioning that they do not ever
acknowledge that this is the case and can
only be inferred.
The campaign features two main colors,
a green and maroon. These colors were
undoubtably selected from the greater
Royal Voluntary Service brand. The green
and maroon are seen in use on other
pieces of promotional material outside of
the campaign. Two different typefaces are
represented in most campaign specific
social media posts and posters. The most
prominent is a geometric sans serif. The
second is a simple script font. The sans
serif seems appropriate for this type of
campaign as it offers a concise clarity
and refinement to the designs. It is also
easy to read at multiple sizes and does
not detract from the other elements of
the campaign. The script font contributes
less to the design as it is hard to read from
a distance and feels like an unnecessary
nod to handwriting. It may have been
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intended to be the handwritten answer of the featured
person, but this is not clear.
As stated previously, the campaign colors originate from
the greater Royal Voluntary Service brand. This reinforces
the brand but results in a less visually striking campaign.
Had brighter colors been implemented, the campaign

The important element of such an addition would be integrity, authenticity, and a
proper respect for expectations.
pieces would have been more noticeable from the
surrounding elements on social media.
The photography, while technically good, is very
cliché and lacking conceptually. The strength in this
campaign comes from the messaging and less from
the actual design. The core message of the campaign
is that everyone has talent. The headline text starts with
“Volunteer Your” and then the subsequent text is varying
talents. Usually the photography correlates to the talent.
In one poster, an older gentleman is seen leaning against a
yellow wall holding a guitar. The headline reads, “volunteer
your rock and roll.” Each part of the campaign follows
this fill-in-the-blank messaging formula. It provides the
campaign with the flexibility to feature nearly limitless
types of individuals and skillsets.
Photography could be implemented in an arts and culture
campaign but is likely not the priority. The important
element of such an addition would be integrity, authenticity,
and a proper respect for expectations. If an organization
is interested in using photography, and does have the
means to capture photos, purchasing stock photography
could be perceived as insincere. Photography could be an
interesting way to maintain exposure once a functioning
volunteer base is established. Using photography in a
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launch campaign would have to manifest
differently. The strongest and most
conceptual element of this campaign
was the messaging. Regarding an arts
and culture recruitment campaign,
tailoring messaging to items such as
graphic design or video producing
might be effective in a similar manner.
Asking artists to “step forward” in their
communities and in their churches with
their unique talents could help define a
new way of being involved.
DISCUSSION

It was found that the existing studies
provided no correlation to the three
variables of religion, arts and culture,
and volunteering. If the findings are
extrapolated, it may be worth organizing
a small social network of arts and
culturally minded individuals to engage
and volunteer their unique but relevant
services to the church. These individuals
will need targeted recruitment and
t a i l o re d m a n a g e m e nt w h i l e st i l l
maintaining the appropriate amount of
artistic freedom. A recruitment campaign
that inspires the creation of a volunteer
team would seem to provide a solution to
this issue. Each case study determined
that a recruitment campaign of some
capacity was fruitful for its organization.
Objective success was linked to all
three campaigns. If a campaign is to
be developed for this cause, it is worth

developing a sound implementation
plan. In chapter 10 of the book, Strategic
Communication for Organizations, Sara
Labelle and Jennifer H. Waldeck explain
that “A sound implementation plan
is specific and complete in the way it
addresses the project’s context timeline,
financial and staffing requirements,
additional required resources,
assignments and responsibilities,
people and task management, and
possible contingencies” (Labelle and
Waldeck 293). If it is determined that a
team should be developed, the value of
transformational leadership must not be
overlooked. If such a solution is developed
it could help churches maintain relevancy
and provide people with a novel way to get
involved in ministry.
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Chapter 3: Process
Through my research, I determined
that an appropriate course of action to
address the need for arts and culture
volunteers in ministry should materialize
as a recruitment campaign. One of the key
indicators of volunteer enrollment was
found to be the proposal. Highlighting and
communicating the need in an effective
and inspiring way appeared to be a
meaningful starting place. However, this
concept comes with its inherent issues.
If the end goal is to provide a meaningful
resource for churches, a singular
campaign is not scalable for the church
at large. A campaign designed specifically
for one organization lacks ambition and
falls short of being truly impactful for the
Kingdom of Heaven.
To address this glaring issue, I worked
with the concept of a template campaign.
This campaign will bend to the local needs
of the implementing organization and

provide certain elements of customization.
Churches do not all meet in the same
place or at the same time. Nor do they
operate behind the same social media
accounts and web domains. For this to
be an effective tool, there needed to be
a way for churches to plug in their own
unique information and provide next steps
or calls to action that made sense for their
ministries. This need for customization
unfortunately includes additional issues.
If the root problem is needing help in
the area of arts and culture, how would
a church be able to implement and then
customize the proposed campaign? This
proved to be a significant early roadblock
in the concept. What good is a template
if you do not understand how to apply it?
The campaign needed to be designed
in a way that provides entry level skillbased customization. I determined that
it would be best to use professional
grade applications to design the base
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graphics. Then transition and upload to a
free amateur program such as Canva to
provide the customization. This process
provides entry level access to the
campaign through a powerful creative
application that is free to most nonprofit
organizations. The next question to
be answered focused on the actual
scope of the project. How extensive
should this campaign be? What assets
need to be developed for implementors
to meet their goals? At what point will it
overwhelm them?
DESIGN SCOPE

This project is not for any specific client,
rather it is a theoretical solution to a very
tangible problem. Establishing the scope
of the project became important as soon
as the research ended. Initiatives like this
are often multifaceted and reach their
intended audiences through several
avenues. The implementation of this
campaign needs to be attainable and
affordable. I divided the deliverables into
three categories. The first consisted
of the digital assets, the second, the
printable assets, and the third, the
implementation instructions.
One of the most powerful and modern
platforms for advertising is social media.
Social media provides churches with
a quick, accessible, and free way to
interact with the world around them.

During my research involving the case
studies, I noticed that none of the
campaigns utilized these platforms to
their full potential. This felt like a missed
opportunity, and I wanted to make sure
the template campaign took advantage
of that free resource. Starting with social
media ensured that no matter what a
church’s marketing budget consists of,
there would be a usable component. It
also provided a great foundation for the
development of the other components.
I would be able to reuse the assets I
created for social media in the rest of the
campaign. This would pave the way for
rapid and consistent content generation.
I opted to focus only on Instagram for
this campaign. It made sense with the
intended target audience. I would design
several graphics to be used as posts and
then accompanying graphics to be used
as stories.
To supplement the s ocial media
components, additional campaign assets
would target the congregation and require
church attendance. If members are
inactive on social media, or fail to retrieve
a bulletin, having an additional touchpoint
could make or break the recruitment
effort. These additional assets consisted
of pre-service slides and email headers.
It is common for churches to have slides
that play on screens around the building
prior to services. These sometimes
communicate events, links to social media
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the leaders will be adorned in campaign
branded T-shirts and name tags.
This will provide legitimacy and authority
to the campaign, and ultimately the
creative team. As a bonus, the last printed
deliverable is a branded sign-up sheet.
This will provide a place for volunteers to
submit their contact information.

The first component of the printed assets
will feature several poster designs.
The posters will fall into two categories.
The first category will target church
attendees and contain information
p e r t a i n i n g to t h at d e m o g ra p h i c .
The second will target the church’s
surrounding community. The community
posters will contain orienting next steps.
The posters will pull color and excitement
into church buildings and a voice into
spaces outside its walls. The second
printed asset will be a 5x7 church service
bulletin insert card. It will act as a tangible
advertisement for the campaign. It could
also be hand-delivered to a friend.

The final component of the package will
consist of the campaign instructions.
These instructions are critical for the
successful implementation of the
campaign and will provide a clean and
easy way to understand the process for
how to access and use the campaign
assets. It will also provide guidance
for exporting, printing, and scheduling.
The document will be branded to match
the campaign itself.

The rest of the printable assets exist in
tandem with the template campaign
and aid with volunteer onboarding.
To provide a point of contact for
interested volunteers, the campaign
package features a print-ready volunteer
hub kiosk backdrop. This backdrop
will act as the meet-up location where
people will be able to ask questions and
meet with leaders. In addition to the kiosk,

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

In the case studies, I noticed that I favored
campaigns with clever language and
creative copy. This element seemed to
rest at the center of the success of each.
The art direction relied heavily on this
component, and I felt it was a decent place
to start the development of the template
campaign. The first stage of development
resulted in a language brainstorm.
I started this brainstorm by developing
values for the project. These values
would act as a pre-flight checklist for the
campaign and hopefully serve as filters
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to provide a measure of consistency across all facets of
the campaign. Every stylistic choice, written word, color,
or texture would need to stand up to the test of the filters.
It was important to me that the campaign felt genuine,

CAMPAIGN
FILTERS

accounts, and other information about
the church. The email headers might be
used for following up with team members
once the campaign has run its course.
The digital assets may be enough for
some implementors, but others may want
to take the next step and invest in some of
the printed assets.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Genuine
Authentic
Sincere
Simple
Clever

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bold
Passionate
Understandable
Relatable
Effective

authentic, and sincere. Ultimately, this campaign has
the potential to affect an individual’s perception of
the Church. One way that this translates is through
photograph selection and usage. Expectations need to
be managed. If a church with a smaller budget implements
a campaign that features creative volunteers using
expensive equipment that they do not actually possess,
then trust might be broken, and the perception of the
church could be tainted. Another set of filters that guided
my designs were simplicity and understandability.
The crux of my thesis acknowledges the need for arts and
culture volunteers in the church. If the campaign is too
complicated to be used and customized it only worsens
the issue and fails to help. The next filter that I developed
was almost specifically concerning the language of the
campaign. People remember simple, they also remember
clever. I wanted the language of the campaign to be
memorable and clever. After cleverness, passion and
boldness made it quickly onto the list. Arts and culture
volunteers are bold and passionate about their craft.
The campaign needed to reflect its audience and be
relatable, with relatability being one of the last filters.
The final filter I utilized speaks for itself. If the campaign is
ineffective, it is useless.
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With the filters in place, I transitioned to the next
brainstorm exercise. I developed as many taglines,
phrases, and buzzwords as I could. At this stage in the
process, everything goes and there are no bad ideas.
I felt it was necessary to get as many ideas concerning
verbiage on paper as I could.
That list consisted of the following:
The Church Needs Artists
Church + Crafts
Come Create Church
Creative Church Connect
Called to Create
Creatively Called
Channel your Creativity for Church
Channel Church Creativity
Commit to Creativity
Commit Creatively
Connect To Church Creatives
Connect to Creative Church
Connect to Creativity
Help Start the Creative Team
Launch the Creative Team
Be Creative

Artful Opportunity
My Creative Op
My Creative Serve
My Creative Spot
Art Serve
Volunteer your Art
Volunteer your creativity
Create your community
Created to create
Here to Serve
Help w/ Art
Help with Art
Church Makers
What are/were you made for?
A little unorthodox

THREE DIRECTIONS

Upon completion of this stage of the brainstorm, I became
more selective. I asked myself which phrases inspired
me. Were there any phrases that sparked visual ideas?
What about ideas that I could mark off the list instantly?
How did they stack up against my campaign values and
filters? This stage of the process was crucial and acted
as a foundation for the campaign. It took longer than I
anticipated but ended up being fruitful.
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I continued to refine the list until I was
left with the following three phrases:
1.
2.
3.

“Created to Create”
“A little Unorthodox”
“What are you made for?”

The “Created to Create” campaign
focuses on the individual. It speaks
directly to the volunteer and says, “you
were created to create.” It acknowledges
talent and where it comes from. It also
implies that the volunteer was made for
a reason and that reason was to create.
This phrase was added to the short list
for several reasons. The alliteration
of “created” and “create” provided a
memorable yet powerful launching point.
It was also just the right length to look nice
in most settings.
The “Unorthodox” campaign leans heavily
on its bold messaging. The messaging
details the unorthodox nature of creative
volunteer work in the Church. This
concept aligns perfectly with the thesis.
It addressed the novelty of doing creative
work for the Church. This campaign is
also ambiguous enough to work without
imagery. It is concise and simple. It also
plays with some familiar terminology
concerning religion.

audience a question. I decided that a fill
in the blank approach would pair nicely
and opted to include “Made for (insert
blank)” to provide an interactive element
to the campaign. Once I had selected
this concept as a top contender for the
template campaign, I realized that the
“Made for” needed predetermined “fillins” to function effectively. I loved the
alliteration component of the “Created to
Create” campaign so I developed some
adjacent language for this campaign.
Additional Language:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pixel Pushing
Shutter Snapping
Story Seeking
Picture Posting
Typography tackling
Keyframe kicking
Poster printing
Vector Vibing
Creating Culture
Captivating Campaigns

I attempted to cover as many topics with
this additional language as I could. Some
are clearly stronger than others resulting
in the actual use of only a few. Ultimately,
most of this list did not stand up to my
campaign values and several phrases
were discarded.

The final phrase seemingly echoes the
first yet differs in approach. The “What
are you made for?” campaign asks its
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MOOD BOARD PIN SAMPLES

VISUAL STYLES

2

Each concept needed its own visual style.
This stage of development was not difficult.
The three ideas seemed to tell their
own visual story before I even opened
photoshop. This was convenient, as it
allowed for broad strokes of discovery as
I gathered inspiration. I established clear
visual goals for each campaign and then
started to curate inspiration through a
mood board on Pinterest. I located pieces
that featured bold and impactful imagery.
These contained photos of people that felt
authentic and relatable. Some integrated
unique shapes and masks that framed
the portraits in interesting compositions.
Typography played a significant role
in what was curated. In my discovery,

I found it hard to escape from modern sanserif fonts. I noticed that several pieces
featured these clean and geometric
letters. They provided a sophisticated
framework for campaign language and
communication. Vibrant and extensive
color palettes occupied several pins and
provided excitement in spaces that look
drab or uninteresting. Composition and
layout became essential as I weighed
the balance between what I would be
communicating with words verses
imagery. I considered all these visual
complexities as I scoured for inspiration.
Considering all of those variables, I started
the development of the first campaign.

1

FIG. 1-2: Vibrant, deep, and expansive colors will help this campaign
stay fresh. This project was going to need strong colors.

Vibrant and extensive color palettes occupied several pins and provided excitement in spaces that look
drab or uninteresting.

3

4

5

FIG. 3-5: A lot of the pieces I found featured san-serif fonts and bold
colors. These simple designs put the messaging at the forefront of
the consumer or viewer.

— Visual Styles
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CREATED TO CREATE SKETCHES

6

7

FIG. 6-7: These are the thumbnail sketches that lead to the development of the Created to Create Campaign. I used the size and orientation of Instagram posts as the frames for the sketches. These designs
needed to work well in a vertical and a square composition.
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CREATED TO CREATE

The language of the first campaign,
“Created to Create,” emphasized the
individual. It seemed appropriate that
this should be represented by portrait
photography. One of the challenging
processes of graphic design is finding
quality stock photography. Not only is
it often a slow process it can also get
expensive. This fails to align with the
virtue of the project. If churches had
the resources to purchase expensive
stock photography, they most likely have
the resources to support themselves
creatively. However, the issue does not
stop at the fiscal level. Understanding
rights and licensing for stock photography
is also a variable that most will not
have time to manage and learn. The
literal photo selection and curating
process can also be difficult. Managing
authenticity and diverse representation
stacks the deck against a designer right
from the start.
Photography seemed like a decent
starting place for the “Created to Create”
campaign because it speaks to the
desired skill set of a creative volunteer.
Even before I started sketching, I amassed
a library of images from unsplash.com
that could be used in the campaign.
The images needed to pass the filters
I established at the start of the project.
Introducing implementors to Unsplash

kills two birds with one stone. They are
introduced to a free resource and then
are provided a curated subset of photos
that fit the campaign. As I selected
photos, I attempted to manage proper
and authentic expectations. There were
many photos to choose from yet only
a few aligned with the campaign filters.
Most communicated that the church had
a large budget for gear. These featured
expensive cameras and equipment. Or
they showed super models in unrealistic
or over stylized settings. Ultimately, I
settled on categories of isolated cameras,
people holding or using minimal gear,
groups of people, individual portraits,
church buildings, and a few images of
indistinct church services.
Having completed the photo collection
process, I then transitioned to sketching
(Figures 6 - 7). My approach to sketching
for this project focused primarily on
framework and composition. I knew that
the artistic style needed to be simple
and modern, but this was not to impede
any professional merit. I wasted no time
rendering specific images and precise
campaign language and instead opted
for basic placeholders. Having worked
out most of my compositional issues on
paper, I then transitioned to illustrator. This
enabled me to focus on color and font
selection. The colors and fonts for this
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CREATED TO CREATE STORY POST CONCEPTS

CREATED TO CREATE REGULAR POST CONCEPTS

D

C

A

E

B

FIG. A-H: These images represent the concept art for the first campaign. Figures A - B show a few examples of what story sized Instagram posts could look like. Figures C - H show several regular Instagram
post designs. This concept used a simplified color pallete and features royalty free stock photography.

F

Photography seemed like a decent starting place for
the “Created to Create” campaign because it speaks
to the desired skill set of a creative volunteer.
— Created to Create Campaign
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campaign were undoubtably influenced
by the royalty-free images I sourced for
the asset library. Each photo featured
bright, warm, and happy looking people.
It seemed appropriate for the fonts and
colors to echo these emotions. I settled
for a simplified and reduced palette
of three colors. This campaign would
feature a brisk peach, a soft yellow, and
a rich dark green to provide contrast to
each composition. The Darden Studio’s
Haylard Display typeface was chosen for
its approachable and whimsical design.
The black weight of the font gave each
design boldness and authority.
As the creation of this first concept ended,
I found myself discontent. It lacked
the cleverness I had hoped to achieve.
The same cleverness that inspired the
selection of the campaigns I studied
during my research. It felt empty and I
was eager to start the development of
the next concept.
A LITTLE UNORTHODOX

The language of the second campaign,
“A Little Unorthodox,” emphasized the

novelty of the opportunity. The novelty
would be communicated through
messaging and therefore would need
to rely heavily on its use of typography.
The exploration phase of this concept
consisted of the search for stunning
typographic posters. This concept would
focus on composition and layout. As well
as a bold color structure. Due to the lack
of imagery the words on the page needed
to act as image. The typographic choices
needed to be interesting but not so
interesting that they became distracting.
Considering the unique messaging, the
focus, and the intent, I started gathering
inspiration. I searched far and wide
for work that addressed these crucial
components. I scrutinized the type
choices of others and examined each
color palette with much critical thinking. I
made it a priority to be attentive of scale
and balance, noting that a dramatic
contrast of size could be a useful tool
for communicating importance or a
hierarchy of information. In my exploration
I found myself collecting mostly works
that featured sans-serif fonts. This was
undoubtably due to the modern nature of

As the creation of this first concept ended, I found
myself discontent. It lacked the cleverness I had
hoped to achieve.

UNORTHODOX SKETCHES

8

9

FIG. 8-9: Here you can see several thumbnail sketches for the digital deliverables of the Unorthodoc
Campaign.The “X” Symbol did not truly materialize until halfway through the discovery phase. I also drew
sketches of churches. Those visuals did not make it to the final product.

— Created to Create Campaign
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UNORTHODOX STORY POST CONCEPTS

UNORTHODOX REGULAR POST CONCEPTS

L

K

I

M

J

FIG. I-P: These images represent the concept art for the second campaign. Figures I - J show how the
idea translates to Instagram story posts. Figures K - P show several regular post designs. The Unorthodox Campaign leans heavily into a simple typographic based style. The bold colors and simple layouts are
perfect for the template nature of the project.
N

The range of lights and darks needed to swing from
a meaningful and hope-filled brightness to an intentional and grounded darkness.
— Unorthodox Campaign
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the campaign. I was seeking a simple yet
bold style for the campaign. This boldness
was also communicated through the
colors of the pieces I was accumulating.
I could not escape this deep and rich
array of color. Something about that
artistic choice was striking, memorable,
and attention grabbing. As I continued
my curation, I felt pressure to pick a
pallet that spoke to creatives. This pallet
needed to be refined and mature, yet still
speak to the life-giving nature of a ministry.
I did not want to choose simple colors.
These colors needed to be elevated.
At this point in the development, I was
content with my curation. I once again
transitioned into sketching.
Sketching for this concept resulted in
mostly compositional problem solving
(Figures 8 - 9). I knew the basic language
that would be included in this version,
so I focused on breaking up the text in
new and interesting ways. I played with
vertical orientation of the text as well
as the introduction of basic shapes.
Halfway through this process, it seemed
appropriated to focus on the “X” symbol
as a banner to represent the campaign.
The X contains a beautiful double meaning.
It symbolizes the cross and Christ. It also
stands for the unconventional, or the “un”
nature of the campaign, if you will. It also
is a very dramatic shape. Without context
it seems very declarative and directional.
In most situations, it symbolizes no.

I continued to refine this idea and
completed the sketching for this concept
feeling better about this idea than the first.
I moved from the page to the program and
started applying color and specific fonts.

As I continued my curation, I felt pressure to
pick a pallet that spoke
to creatives. This pallet
needed to be refined and
mature, yet still speak to
the life-giving nature of a
ministry.
As a designer, I find myself sticking to
a certain subset of colors. A specific
style and tone always persist in my
work. I managed to escape it for the
first concept but was reminded of its
presence with this second concept.
Due to the dramatic nature of the
Unorthodox Campaign, I knew that the
colors needed to communicate the core
messaging as well.
The range of lights and darks needed
to swing from a meaningful and hopefilled brightness to an intentional and
grounded darkness. The color selection
for this campaign came together quickly.
I knew that I wanted it to be different from
the first campaign, so I was a bit limited in
my options. I ultimately chose a rich blood
orange, a lighter plum, a pale teal, a warm
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cobalt blue, and a fresh cream white. I fell in love with the
chosen palette and began typesetting.
With a title like Unorthodox, I knew that I could quickly take
this typography to gothic styling or blackletter. This felt too
obvious and did not meet the campaign filters I set at the
start of the project. It needed to appeal to a broader group
of individuals. It almost needed a touch of ambiguity or a
touch of neutrality. This is what led me to the font called
Source Code. The unique characteristic of this font is
its monospaced design. Something about the contrast
of the technical appearance of the design of the font
and the tone of the messaging balanced nicely. As this
monospaced design worked for headings, I knew that it
needed an accompanying font for body copy. I anticipated
the needs of the implementing churches and decided
on the beloved font, Helvetica. While Helvetica may be
expensive to license, a free version exists on the Canva
website called Helveticish, thus enabling a seamless
transition from the base layer art to the customizable
content churches will place on top.
I worked through the different deliverables with the
fonts and colors and completed the development of
the digital components for the Unorthodox Campaign.
This seemed like the clear winner to base the rest of
the deliverables on, but I wanted to make sure. I set this
campaign aside and started working on the “What are you
made for?” campaign.
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WHAT ARE YOU MADE FOR?

At the very start of this process, I tried to
focus on a simple thought. In my studies,
I found that people wanted to be needed
and known. In short, people crave
purpose and community. While the project
trended in a slightly different direction,
I felt it appropriate to tackle the original
idea with a third campaign direction. The
Created to Create campaign addresses
this partially, but unfortunately, fell flat.
It lacked conviction and grew stale.
The Unorthodox Campaign seizes on
a totally different approach, so I knew
there was a space for a different direction.
So far, I have tested an image-based
concept and a type-based concept.
I wanted to try one more idea with this
third campaign. I chose to tackle an icon,
or illustration-based, idea.
This final campaign required the additional
alliterative language I mentioned above
to feed the illustrative needs of the
idea. As with the other two campaigns,
I started gathering inspiration for this
concept. I tried to locate how others
had used illustration to communicate
their campaign goals and needs.
Thankfully, I had already completed a
case study on a campaign that relied
heavily on illustration. The New York
City Service campaign featured the bold
patterns and design of the city and its
people. I favored this design but noted

in its lack of customization capabilities.
Whatever the approach was going to be,
it needed to be applicable to the template
nature of the project. I also considered
the shelf life of an illustrative approach.
Seeking a classic and simple style for
the included illustrations was imperative
to the relevance of the campaign.
I sought simple illustrative solutions
for complex and whimsical thoughts.
After I completed my visual research,
I then finally transitioned to sketching for
the third campaign.
As I started sketching, I focused on solving
the visual representation of the phrases
(Figures 10 - 11). Some were easier than
others and this alone would ultimately lead
to the demise of the concept. Yet, I saw it
through to the end of initial development.
I tested primarily with the phrase “Shutter
Snapping.” Photographers are a clear and

I also considered the shelf
life of an illustrative approach. Seeking a classic
and simple style for the
included illustrations was
imperative to the relevance of the campaign.
present need for churches. If I could not
get this phrase to work, it would result in
campaign-wide failure. With that in mind,
I sketched simple camera icons. I played
with the composition around the icon.
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WHAT ARE YOU MADE FOR SKETCHES

10

11

FIG. 11-12: These sketches represent the brainstorming of the final campaign concept. The What Are You
Made For Campaign quickly turned into the smiley face campaign. The thought was that each face might
represent a potential volunteer.
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WHAT ARE YOU MADE FOR STORY POST CONCEPTS

WHAT ARE YOU MADE FOR REGULAR POST CONCEPTS
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FIG. Q-X: These images represent the concept art for the final campaign. Figures I - J show how the idea
translates to Instagram story posts. Figures K - P show several regular post designs. I was excited about
this design because it put lables on the actual areas of expertise. The illustrations were interesting but
very trendy. The “WWYMF?” acronym displayed above also does not work.
V

I sought simple illustrative solutions for complex
and whimsical thoughts.
— What Are You Made For Campaign
W
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I focused on how text could theoretically be implemented.
I experimented with the “pixel pushing” visual as well.
I opted to represent this concept with a mouse arrow.
The arrow interacts with various shapes. Fairly quickly I
determined that the visual solution did not rest with the
phrases, but with a representation of the individual. This
resulted in the incorporation of smiley faces. I sketched
out various style of faces and manipulated scale and
orientation for unique compositions. Halfway through
the sketching process, smiley faces had taken over
and manifested as a core component of the campaign.

The red seemed most appropriate for its
bold quality, so I used that for the background. I opted for a one-by-one shape to
accommodate most spaces.
The alliterative messaging became text on the page, and
it felt enough. Sketching proved to be most beneficial
with this concept. It allowed me to work through the
issues of visually representing the additional phrases.
Having fulfilled my personal goals within the sketching
process, I transitioned to the computer to work out color
and typography.
As with all the other campaigns, I set up my illustrator file
with artboards in the various sizes of the social media and
digital asset requirements. I then typed in all the additional
language that was campaign-specific and experimented
with various styles of fonts. Using this language, I allocated
specific artboards to feature just typography, and other
to feature the icons. Using my sketches as a reference,
I then designed the layout of all the deliverables. Once I
had completed that step, I worked through rendering a
simple camera to match the “shutter snapping” verbiage.
I worked through incorporating this icon and transitioned
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to rendering the “pixel pushing” illustration.
After these drawings I focused on
the smiley faces. I worked out various
styles and ultimately settled for one
design. In my process, color choices
can happen organically. In this case,
my color selection came into play with
the development and design of the
smiley faces. I focused on a well-rounded
pallet that gave equal representation to
masculine and feminine tones. In similar
fashion to the sketches, the smiley face
designs started to take over the file.
They adopted an application like
s omething res embling a sticker.
They covered parts of the language,
and clustered together to form texture.
I was in favor of what was unfolding but
concerned about the novelty of the
symbol. It could very quickly turn into
something unfavorably trendy.
A CLEAR WINNER

Having organized all my thoughts on
the page, visually, a conceptual winner
emerged. The Unorthodox Campaign
consistently stood up to my campaign
filters. It was clever, simple, and perfect
for templating. After the development
of three unique volunteer recruitment
campaigns, I decided to advance with the
Unorthodox Campaign. I felt comfortable
moving forward with the rest of the
components of the best campaign having
successfully completed the digital assets.
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There needed to be a section of the campaign that
anyone could use that has no monetary requirement. The goal of the campaign is to help and not
hinder the implementing organization.
— The Digital Assets

THREE COMPONENTS

Chapter 4: Visuals
After researching creative volunteering,
a relevant solution soon materialized.
On the surface, it was as simple as
asking for help. Underneath, it exposes
the harsh irony that leaves ministries
ill-equipped to even execute the ask.
Essentially, it is the need to market
marketing needs. Research showed
how important asking people to
volunteer really was. It also justified the
targeting of these specialized arts and
culture volunteers.
W i t h t h e n e e d f i n a l l y i d e nt i f i e d ,
a campaign was born. The campaign
c o n c e pt a d d re s s e s t h e a s k b u t
fails to acknowledge the tension of
executability. This is why the template
nature of the campaign was paramount.
A template approach not only addresses
the executability, but also scales
the theoretical reach of the project.
Additionally, its customization capability

targets the individual needs of the
implementors.
Three unique conceptual directions were
tested, yet one prevailed. The Unorthodox
Campaign was the strongest and most
executable concept. It consistently
stood up to the campaign filters that
were enacted at the start of this discovery
process and aligned with the projects
template-friendly vision. The idea is simple,
but not uninspired or thrown together.
It relies on memorable language that
could seem out of place. This of course
is its inherent novelty. When accounting
for the research into demographics, the
colors of the campaign needed to appeal
to a variety of individuals. This ranged
from the bought-in, middle-aged woman,
to the busy college student.
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To reiterate the scope of the project, the
campaign consisted of three components.
The first being the digital assets, the
second the printed assets, and the
third is the next step assets. In addition
to these three components, I have
designed several supporting instructional
d o c u m e nt s . T h e o rd e r of a s s et
development hinged on the success of
the digital components; therefore, the
digital components were developed
first. All three campaign concepts
received visual experimentation with
this component. This ensured that the
best concept was chosen and pursued
to completion.
COMPONENT ONE: THE DIGITAL ASSETS

As I briefly mentioned above, the digital
assets needed to be the strongest
component of the campaign. This is for
several important reasons. The primary
reason is because there needed to be a
section of the campaign that anyone, or
any organization, could use that has no

monetary requirement. The goal of the
campaign is to help and not hinder the
implementing organization. Therefore,
the solution does not need to start off
behind a pay wall. The second reason
the digital assets were prioritized was due
to the campaign versioning that would
conspire due to its completion. Once the
digital assets were finalized, the fonts,
colors, and layouts could be applied to
the subsequent elements such as the
print assets and the campaign guidelines.
The social media assets of the campaign
are extremely powerful. Social media
is a free advertising tool that churches
need to capitalize on. People will visit a
church’s Instagram or Facebook profile
before they ever attend a service in
person. For this project, I chose to focus
on a singular platform. Instagram seemed
like the most appropriate platform for
the campaign to embrace due to its
innately creative userbase. Instagram is
primarily a visual driven platform that
showcases and highlights images. This
makes it the perfect space for creatives
to share their work.
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The Unorthodox Campaign socials
consist of seven regular posts along
with seven posts formatted for stories.
Each design features bold colors and
vibrant messaging. The design of these
posts utilizes unique layouts of the
monospaced typeface Source Code from
the Adobe Typekit typeface collection.
The posts were designed to work right
away and did not need any customization.
They were also designed to work as
potential carousel posts. These allow
accounts to use more than one image per
post. Fig. D1 would act as the first post in
the carousel, and any of the others would
work to follow it in the succession.
Fig. D2 was designed to break up
the monotony of text-based designs.
It introduces the X symbol to the
greater campaign brand and strives to
communicate the core message through
a word picture. Figures D3 through D6
define the scope of the campaign. These
posts were designed to inform recruits
of the theoretically new way to volunteer
with the implementing ministry. Fig. D3 is
the call to action post that provides clear
next steps. Collectively these regular
posts were designed with no frills to
funnel volunteers to the need.
Figures D7 through D12 were designed
for Instagram stories. This type of post
has a shorter shelf life than a regular post
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that you would see on a typical profile.
The story format is also different in that

The story format is also
different in that it does not
allow posters to include a
caption. All the information that is communicated
must live on the image
itself. This is where the story designs differ from the
regular post designs.
it does not allow posters to include
a caption. All the information that is
communicated must live on the image
itself. This is where the story designs
differ from the regular post designs.
These designs will require some level of
customization through Canva. This is why
I included example files and template layer
files. The example files show the additional
information that is recommended
to be included per each story post.
This is also where the secondary typeface
Helveticish will come into play.
Fig. D7 is like Fig. D1 in that it features
the primary campaign message. The
difference being that the proposed
link is set in a smaller point size at the
bottom of the image. Fig. D9 shifted
slightly from the post version due to the
different post dimensions. The larger X
worked in the square format but was less
visually impactful as a story and required
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UNORTHODOX REGULAR POST ART

UNORTHODOX STORY POST ART

D2

D1

D7

D8

D9

D10

D11

D12

D3

D4

D5

D6
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a new design. The larger dimensions for
stories also allowed for longer and more
descriptive campaign blurbs. This is
showcased in figures D8 and D10.
In addition to the design of the Instagram
posts, I also included a starter sheet for
post captions. This document entitled
“Unorthodox Language” was designed
to match the look of the campaign
and features the campaign colors and
fonts. It has six caption templates the
align with the vision of the campaign.
Each caption has specific parts that can
be substituted to match the specific
needs of the implementing ministry.
Utilizing social media for this campaign
will further its reach and influence. I did
not want churches to miss out on such a
great free resource. This initiative will differ
from the campaigns in the case studies for
that very reason. However, social media
is not the only digital area the Unorthodox
Campaign supports. There are a few other
more general platforms for the campaign
to utilize.

slide acts as an additional touch point for
recruitment. The social media assets
require discovery and subscription. While
it is true that visitors often check social
media for information regarding a ministry,
there are some that opt out of these digital
spaces. Neglecting your captive audience
could neglect your most bought in people
group. The preservice slide informs the
individuals on site. It is meant to be paired
with an in-person announcement from
stage. Many churches communicate
to t h e i r c o n g re g at i o n v i a e m a i l .
Failing to address this communication
st rea m s eemed l i ke a mi s s e d
opportunity. This asset is meant to be
paired with a small write-up about the
campaign initiative.
The digital assets were an easy win
for the campaign. They allow anyone
access to it no matter their budget
or resources, though it does not stop
there. Implementors looking to take the
campaign to the next level have access
to several print assets.

It is common for churches to use projector
screens or televisions in their spaces.
The technology might even make it into the
auditorium or sanctuary. This is another
free and low effort platform for churches
to implement the campaign. This is why
I designed a email header (Fig. D13) and
preservice slide (Fig. D14). The preservice
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DIGITIAL ASSETS CONTINUED

D13

D14

The digital assets were an easy win for the campaign.
They allow anyone access to it no matter their budget or resources.
— The Digital Assets
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POSTER MOCKUPS

COMPONENT TWO: THE PRINT ASSETS

What has started in the virtual, will carry over to the
physical. This detail should be credited to the case
studies. Each campaign in the case studies manifested
in both a digital and physical capacity. The NYC Service
campaign relied heavily on its posters. These illustrious
posters helped carry the messaging all over the city. This
is one reason why the Unorthodox Campaign features
posters. The second reason is that posters can operate as
miniature billboards and provide quick bites of inspiration
and information. I loved the idea of the campaign reaching
into the community and tapping on the shoulders of its
local creatives.
The posters account for the largest portion of the print
assets with ten individual designs. These designs are
represented in Figures P1 through P5. The finished
designs feature the campaign colors, typefaces,
language, and familiar layouts. The template nature of the
campaign really shines with these posters. I have provided
implementors with the base layers for use in Canva as
well as example files that show recommended layout and
positioning for additional text. The example files include

The finished designs feature the campaign
colors, typefaces, language, and familiar layouts. The template nature of the campaign
really shines with these posters.
spots for Instagram handles, websites, logos, and even
locations. Some of the posters can work well alone and
other require stylistic pairings to best communicate the
campaign intent. For example, Fig. P1 features the main
campaign language, but online redirects to the website
or Instagram. It does not really work the best on its own.
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Unorthodox Posters

FIG. P1 - P5 (LEFT TO RIGHT): This lineup of posters shows an example
display order for five posters. They are simple designs on their own but
provide a fun wash of color when aligned and staged together.
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It would pair nicely with a secondary
poster like Fig. P2 or Fig. P4.
If the space is available, displaying five of
the posters in succession would make
for a vibrant and eye-catching installation
piece. I see this working well in a church
hallway or entry way. While there are a
few designs that would work well alone,
the strength lies in the collective display
of many. It is also worth mentioning that
some of the designs might work better in
the context of a ministry setting. Meaning
that if they are displayed in a church
building, they have the added benefit
of context. Perhaps the campaign has
already been mentioned from the stage.
Or perhaps a parishioner has seen
the campaign on social media thus
supplementing the recruitment effort to a
well-rounded interaction. These posters
may not need the extra information
detailing next steps. The posters that
point to physical locations for connecting
might be ideal for those situations and
less ideal for a nearby cafe or alleyway.
Many churches print regular bulletins
or in service guides. These serve as
informative pieces that orient visitors and
communicate upcoming ministry events.
Some churches choose to update the
content on a weekly or monthly basis.
Others choose to keep the design the
same and insert smaller print pieces
into the bulletin. These can point to

any number of new activities or events
offered by the church. These felt like
another great opportunity to place the
campaign in the hands of the attendees.
It is common that these bulletins are
handed to each visitor at the start of a
service or event. This likely guarantees a
tangible interaction with a church member.
This is why I felt it appropriate to capitalize
on that interaction by designing a simple
printed insert.
This piece contains the most information
about the campaign. Figure P6 and P7
display the front and back of the postcard.
The design of the card features the
campaign brand colors and fonts. It is
sized smaller to fit inside a theoretically
larger bulletin. The longer description
of the campaign felt appropriate on this
piece because of how most people will
interact with it. Once they have made it
to their seats, they will open the bulletin
and have several minutes to read the
postcard before the service starts.
Due to the findings in demographical
research, the invite card was included to
address the statistics regarding the large
base of religous volunteers.
There are several more printed assets
to the campaign, but I categorized them
differently. These assets were designed
to anticipate the success of the campaign.
They are the next step assets.
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BULLETIN INSERT

P6

P7
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COMPONENT THREE:

TEAM HUB BANNER

THE NEXT STEP ASSETS

Each campaign that I studied received some level of
success. With that in mind, I felt convicted to try and
anticipate that success. This could be done with a few
simple and tangible solutions that enable the implementing
organization to better receive new volunteers. Successful
recruitment is great but it immediately creates a new
problem. How do implementors foster and sustain this

The red seemed most appropriate for its
bold quality, so I used that for the background. I opted for a one-by-one shape to
accommodate most spaces.
growth? This question is what spawned the creation of
the next step assets. Figures N1 through N4 all attempt to
aid in the onboarding and receiving process. To be clear,
I do not expect these to solve all the problems associated
with onboarding. Each implementing ministry is going to
have its own unforeseeable issues. These assets strive to
solve a few broad issues.
The first problem is somewhat self-inflicted. This is due
to the suggested copy on several of the posters. A few
of them reference a potentially fictitious meeting location.
This is why I designed the banner seen in Figure N1.
This banner will serve as the first point of contact for
interested volunteers. Implementors will be able to print
and display this banner in their lobbies to serve as a team
hub. It mirrors the design elements of the bulletin insert and
many of the other campaign assets. It needed to be familiar,
yet eye-catching. The red seemed most appropriate for
its bold quality, so I used that for the background. I opted
for a one-by-one shape to accommodate most spaces.
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Each implementing ministry is going to have its
own unforeseeable issues. These assets strive to solve
a few broad issues.
— Unorthodox Campaign
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Considering the research into motivation,
the verbiage seen on the banner
addresses the desire to contribute to
something bigger. The inclusion of the
banner itself inspired the creation of two
more next step assets.
With the addition of the team hub,
it seemed appropriate to include some
team identifiers in the form of a few
lanyards (Fig. N2.1 - N2.3) and a custom
T-shirt design (Fig. N3). As volunteers
approach the team hub, it is important
that the leaders are quickly identifiable.
Providing ministries with branded ID
badges is a simple and cost-effective
solution. I have provided three unique
color options for the lanyard. Each
color does not have to be printed, but it

N2.1

could be a way to organize sub-teams
or induct leadership hierarchy. Perhaps
the staffed leaders are one color and
the volunteer leaders are another. Then
the third color could be given out to
regular team volunteers. These lanyards
could also act as credentials to different
locations or activities. As the team grows,
perhaps a photographer is needed for an
event. Photographers wearing creative
team lanyards could be permitted
access backstage.
Like the lanyards, the provided shirt
design (Fig. N3) could serve several
purposes. This shirt might act as a team
identifier or simply as an onboarding
giveaway. The addition of this asset
provides another layer of legitimacy to the

N2.2

N2.3

N3

Figures N2.1 - N2.3: Each color does not have to be printed, but it
could be a way to organize sub-teams or induct leadership hierarchy. Perhapds the staffed leaders are on color, and the volunteer
leaders are another.
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overall effort of the campaign, and ultimately to the newly
minted team. Figure N3 details the design of the shirt. It
shows the recommended shirt color and ideal placement
of the art on the garment. I chose blue because it seemed
to be the most readily available garment color. Most
brands carry a blue that is close to the campaign blue.

TEAM SIGN UP SHEET

The final next step asset is probably the most practical
one. Figure N4 details the team sign-up sheet. This simple
document is a custom form that allows for the recording of
volunteer contact information. It was designed to match
the rest of the campaign, so it also features campaign
colors and fonts. It has three simple columns. The first

The design of this form was kept simple so
that it could be printed in house. However,
a print ready PDF is included if professional printing is desired.
is for volunteers to write their names. The second is
for emails and the third provides volunteers a space to
write the creative area they are most passionate about.
This could be where they write something like
photography or graphic design. The design of this form
was kept simple so that it could be printed in house.
However, a print ready PDF is included if professional
printing is desired. Considering the research into
management, the inclusion of resources like the signup sheet represent an attempt to address an individuals
desire to be known and to belong.
Campaign implementation needs to be achievable at any
skill level. That said, I have included several orientation
and instructional documents. These documents serve
as cheat sheets to the implementation process.
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N4

Figures N4: Even though sign up sheets are a bit out of date, I loved
the idea of including a column for people to put what area of study
they are passionate about.
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CAMPAIGN RESOURCES

What good is a new tool if you do
not know how to use it? That is why
accessibility is at the heart of this project.
The campaign needed a set of instructions
for implementation. It needed a step-bystep guide that clearly describes all the
assets and how to use them. It needed
an orientation document that shares the
heart behind the campaign and provides
context and best practices for every
component. The campaign resources
include these instructional documents
as well as some quality-of-life documents
that will make working with the campaign
components much easier.

Figure R1.1 - R1.5 shows the campaign
guidelines document. This document
contains a description of the campaign
and a detailed list of all the available
assets associated with it. It features a
ten-step process for implementation and
covers everything from best practices in
Canva to print instructions. It attempts to
break down the implementation process
into manageable pieces. The document
was designed to match the style of the
campaign. Theoretically, a person with
no creative background should be able
to implement this campaign with the help
of these campaign resources.

CAMPAIGN GUIDLINES

In addition to the campaign guidelines,
R1.2

R1.1
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R1.3
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CAMPAIGN GUIDLINES

R1.4

R1.5
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I also included a whole document
d e d i c at e d t o t h e c o l o r s of t h e
campaign (Fig. R2). This includes the
number values of each brand color
as well as predetermined Pantones.
This is a practical tool that will assist
implementors when they are printing
and when they are importing the assets
to Canva. Being able to copy and paste
color values will ensure the right colors
are used. It will also speed up the
asset installation process by several
keystrokes. I used this resource to test
the colors in Canva myself.
Since a significant portion of the
campaign exists on Instagram, it felt
important to include a document that
provided examples for captions. This is
what inspired the creation and inclusion
of the campaign language document
(Fig. R3). This document features six
templates as examples for captions that
are intended to be paired with the regular
allotted Instagram post designs. The
inclusion of this document strives to fill
the whole of a copywriter. Several of the
caption examples require customization.

Unorthodox Campaign specifically.
The final pieces of the Unorthodox
Campaign resources were not designed
in the traditional sense. The file structure
and organization of the campaign
assets were meticulously curated on a
public Google Drive link for easy access.
This includes clearly labeled folders and
filenames. Each asset category has its
own folder and is broken down by folder
labeled “Design files”, “Example Files”, and
“Exports” where appropriate. Files that do
not require any customization do not have
the “Example” folder. At the top level of the
folder structure, I have included a simple
“_Files for Canva” folder that contains all
the base layer files. This extra step speeds
up the asset upload process and prevents
implementors from having to search for
individual files.

To supplement the campaign and
lengthen its shelf life and relevancy, I
opted to include a curated database of
royalty free images from Unsplash.com.
These images were used in the discovery
phase of the project at the start but did not
find their way into the final designs of the
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UNORHTODOX COLORS SHEET

R2

Figures R2: The inclusion of this resource is all about increasing
productivity and implementation speed.
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CAMPAIGN LANGUAGE SHEET

R3

Figures R3: While this project strives to aid with design, including caption
templates for social media posts provided a well rounded resource.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
It started with an effort to understand
who is volunteering. Examining various
demographics including race, age,
socioeconomic status, religion, and
education provided insight into who
volunteered the most. Statistical analysis
also showed who was most likely to
volunteer. The research examined
volunteer time commitment as well. This
shows how much time people allot for
their volunteer service. Knowing what that
commitment is allows an organization to
manage their expectations regarding
commitment. Insight might even be
extrapolated to prevent volunteer burnout.
The data reveals a basic understanding of
how much service one could expect out
of a participating individual in relation to
the overall average. It has been proven
that the Church has long held a healthy
and active volunteer base. Faith and
volunteering seem to be interlocked
and interwoven. What if there were an

unorthodox way to capitalize on this
committed volunteer base? Knowing
the audience is half the battle, and
understanding this marker permits a more
tactical approach to recruitment.
While statistical analysis was insightful,
differentiating arts and culture volunteers
from other standard volunteers continued
to refine the target audience. It was found
that arts and culture volunteers are
indeed distinguishable based on several
indicators. These indicators consist of
social and lifestyle variables, personality,
and personal values. Understanding this
subset of volunteers is notably beneficial
due to the overall scope of the project.
The need for creative volunteers is explicit.
If we are to truly understand the target
audience, it is worth examining key
motivators for volunteer participation.
What drives an individual to volunteer?
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It was found that most motivation was
intrinsic or nonpecuniary. Ideals such
as community and impact played
pivotal roles in volunteer motivation.
This points back to the fundamental idea
that people desire to be needed and
known. Maintaining a safe community
for volunteers to meet new people
and form substantial and meaningful
relationships appears to be crucial for
volunteer participation. The need to
make an impact also arose as a primary
motivator. People desire to be a part
of something bigger than themselves.
They want to know that their contributions,
whether it’s time, money, or energy,
are making a substantial impact on the
world around them.
All this research is irrelevant if the need
for arts and culture volunteers in a
ministry setting fails to be justified. The
need for talented visual communicators
in the church increases every day.
Failure to address this need has the
potential to stunt the growth of a

neglectful organization. If this is the case,
what happens when a ministry lacks the
proper resources to confront this issue?
Are they simply destined for stagnation
and doomed to plateau their growth? Or
will they lose their perceived relevance?
To say that the Church does not need
this resource is irresponsible. The need
for arts and culture volunteers is plainly
justified by culture and technology. That
said, what are the appropriate steps for
the recruitment of such a resource?
It has been stated repeatedly that a
primary variable in volunteer participation
is inquiry. While volunteers like to be
asked, inquiry alone is not enough of a
recruitment strategy. Research indicates
that not everyone shares an equal rate
of inquiry. Those that do tend to recruit
individuals that are less talented than
themselves. This, of course, is out of
fear. If this persists, it will undoubtably
lead to a stagnation of ideas and an
unhealthy culture.

They want to know that their contributions, whether it’s time, money, or energy, are making a substantial impact on the world around them.
— Volunteer Motivation
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A healthy culture does not happen by accident. Research
revealed that understanding how to manage and
maintain an arts and culture volunteer team is important
for maximizing the potential of an organization and its
projects. The need for transformational leadership must
not be understated. These leaders are responsible for
fostering the professional and personal growth of their
volunteers. They are tasked with curating moments for
relationships to grow. The more managers understand
the unique needs of arts and culture volunteers, the better
equipped they are to lead them.

THE UNORTHODOX CAMPAIGN

All the research pointed back to addressing the inquiry.
A key indicator for volunteer action was found to concern
the ask. The ask is the first impression. The ask is the
igniting spark to participation. It seems like an elementary

The more managers understand the unique
needs of arts and culture volunteers, the
better equipped they are to lead them.
solution, but sometimes the best ideas are the simplest.
Without the foundation of the ask, there is no basis for a
campaign. This conclusion contributed to the case study
of three unique recruitment campaigns.
The case studies provided a historical context for
recruitment campaign tactics. Research observed
campaign language and aesthetics. For campaign
language, tone and style were noted and catalogued
for reference. Regarding aesthetics, colors, typography,
and visual elements were critiqued and evaluated.
The implementation of each campaign was also studied.
This provided insight to the nuances of mediums and
platforms. Each case study revealed varying degrees of
success. Studying these campaigns set the foundation
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for the creative volunteer recruitment
campaign development.
Fundamentally the campaign sounded
like the perfect recipe for success. Shortly
after this concept materialized, a plethora
of inherent issues surfaced. How can a
church that lacks any creative resources
successfully implement a solution like
this? It seemed to immediately cancel
itself out. However, a solution was
developed to address the new issue.
The campaign would flourish as a
template. A template that would enable
anyone with any level of skill to implement
it. It was a campaign that could bend to the
local needs of a ministry. An unorthodox

idea for an orthodox-type need.
The project considered the faults and
strengths of the case studies and
accounted for all the research to provide
an ill-equipped ministry with the means to
jumpstart an impactful volunteer creative
team. The campaign was designed with
the novice in mind and capitalized on
the powerful free and web-based tool
Canva for customization. The messaging
of the campaign turns traditional church
volunteer work on its head and provides
an unorthodox proposal for volunteer
service. This campaign is not about
rocking babies in a nursery, or even
ushering parishioners to their seats
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before a service. It is about meeting the tangible creative
needs of the implementing ministry.
The campaign manifested as a free downloadable
resource on a public Google Drive link. It contains
digital assets that utilize the free marketing prowess
of social media. In addition to these digital assets,
the campaign features a print ready library of physical
assets that carry the campaign into the tangible world.
Canva comes into play when customization is desired
by the implementing organization. The assets were
strategically paired with helpful implementation guides and
instructional documents that make the tool accessible to
any degree of skill. In the end, the project sets the stage for
onboarding with resources that addresses the success
of the campaign.
The culminating research resulted in a useful tool
for churches in need. Theoretically, they now have a
substantial resource to address the need for talented visual
communicators despite a potential lack in resources. The
idea is a little unorthodox, but maybe has the power to
propel a ministry to their next season of growth.
If this project were to continue, I would love to see it used
and tested by an actual church. Testing would enable
the project to grow and expand in a way that makes it
better. In addition to testing, it would be incredible to
see this initiative to grow beyond a solitary campaign.
It could spark a resourcing company that offers more
than one style of campaign for other areas of ministry.
The possibilities are endless.
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